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ABSTRACT

New EPA requirements for "top-down" best available control
technology (BACT) analyses have resulted in determinations that
require more stringentcontrol technologies. Accordingly, these permit
decisions include nitrogen oxide (NO x) sulfur dioxide, and particulate
emission limits significantly lower than applicable New Source
Performance Standards. HowEver, with careful consideration of
acceptable site-specific impacts, obtaining a reasonable BACT
determir, ation is still possible.

This paper presents a step-by-step approach for conducting a top-
down BACTanalysis, and summarizes important considerations that
will lead to a more effective BACT analysis. In addition, recent per-
mit decisions regarding NO x emission rate and control technology
requirements for combined c_le combustion turbine and coal fueled
power plants are summarized and examined to ascertain the basis
for decisions. Guidance from this paper will help applicants in prepar-
ing an accurate and comprehensive BACTanalysis for their proposed
projects.
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"TOP-DOWN" BACT ANALYSIS --- RECOMMENDED APPROACH AND
RECENT PERMIT DETERMINATIONS

Iohn R. Cochran
Morgen E. Fagan
Black & Veatch

INTRODUCTION possible to obtain a BAC'r determination appropriate
for a proposed project.

On December 1, 1987,the EPAAssistantAdministrator
for Air and Radiation, J.Craig Potter,issued a memoran- NEW SOURCE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

dum implementing a number of program initiatives
aimed at improving the effectiveness of the Clean Air Baseline air emission performance requirements
Act new source review program. Among these in- (emission limits) for a number of new source types are

itiatives was the implementation of a "top-down" al>. established by the United States Government in the

proach to determine the best available control Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 40, Part 60 (40
technology (BACI") under the Prevention of Significant CFR 60). The emission requirements dictated by the
Det.erioration (PS[_) program of the Clean Air Act. NSPS establish the minimum level of acceptable air

Primarily, the toi_k_'n approach recluiresthat the most emission control. Table 1 provides a listing of NSPS
stringent feasible control technology available, for coal fueled steam generators and combustion
designed to achieve the Ioaest achievable emission rate turbines.
(LAER) be evaluated first in a BACT analysis. This

technology would then represent BACT unless it could BACl" PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
be reasonably demonsu'ated on the basisof site.specific
energy, environmental, and economic impacts that this The definition of a BACT requirement is an emission
level of control is not warranted. The nextmost stringent limitation based on the maximum reduction for a poilu-
level of control ,*,ould then bee valuated. This process rant regulated by the Clean Air Act, which, on a

would continue until a technology could not be case-by-case basis taking into account energy, en-
eliminated on the basis of energy, environmental, and vironmental, and economic impacts, is determined
economic considerations, in which case this to be achievable through application of available

technology is BACT f_ the project, methods.

The EPAhas indicated that the intent of the new top- The primary objective of the BACT determination
down BAL-I"procedure is not to establish a national process is to minimize consumption of PSD air quali-
BACT standard, but to avoid "bottom-up" evaluations ty increments, thereby enlargingthe potential for future

that do not consider LAER technologies and result in economic growth without significantly degrading air
the use of control technologies designed for corn- quality.To avoid settingnational conu'oi technology re-
pliance with New Source Performance Standards quiremenr.s, BACT guideline," dictate evaluating feasi-
(NSPS)./_ccordingly, permit decisionssince implemen- ble control technology alternatives on a case-by-case

tation of the guideline have resulted in NO x emission basis while considering site-specific impacts. The in-
limits significantly lower than applicable NSPS. Top- tent is that this case-bv..,=aseapproach will encourage
down BAC-1"analysis hasmade it increasingly difficult adoption of imorovements in emission control
for new sources to avoid a requirement for post- technology more rapidly than woulc: occur through

combustion NC)x control systems. F'owever, with uniform control technology requirements or New
careful consideration of site.specific impacts. !t is still Source Performance Standards.

Mr. Cochran and Mr. Fagan may be corlacted at (913J 339-2000.
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Table 1

NitrogenOxide EmissionNSPSfor SelectedSourceTypes

EmissionLimit

SteamGeneratingUnits Largerthan
250 MBtu/h (SubpartDa source}

Bituminous, Anthracite, and Lignite 0.60 Ib/MBtu
Subbituminous Coal 0.S0Ib/MBtu

SteamGenerating Units With Heat Inputs Between
100and 250 MBtu/h(SubpartOb source)

SpreaderStokerand FluidizedBed Boilers 0.60Ib/MBtu
PulverizedCoal 0.70IblMBtu

Lignite 0.60IblMBtu

StationaryGasTurbines"
RatedLoad 75 ppm
PeakLoad 150ppm

"t_rtt_ed to 15percentcup,enminuscortectkx_slprheattaleandfuelboundnitmKen.

ASpreviouslydiscussed,NSPSprovidethebaselinere- that the original BACT analysisguidance did not
_,_.Jirementestablishingthe minimumacceptablelevel adequatelyfocus the BACT processand attain the
orcontrolfora BACTdetermination.TheBAC'Tanalysis objectiveof adequatelyaddressingthe moststringent
wasrequiredto evaluatealternativesbetweenthe NSPS levelofcontrol (LAERtechnology).DraftEPAtop-down

base line and the most stringentcontrol technology guidancedocumentsindicatethat the burdenof proof
which provide the maximum emissionsreduction, for a top-downanalysisisto dispro_ LAER.However,

the EPA maintains that the fundamental purpose

In responseto guidance documentsissuedby the EPA of the tOl>Clownapproachis to arrive at consistent
in December 1978,new source permit applicants determinations that adequately consider LAEP,.
preparedso-called"bottom-up" BACTanalyses.These technology.
analysesstartedwith the NSPSbaseline and then com-
pared the feasibility of more stringent control Theoretically,eitherthetop,_downorbottom-upBACT
technologiesto the NSPSbaseline. Becauseof either procedureshouldresultin thesamepermitdetermina-
regulatoryproceduresorinconsistenciesintheprocess, tion.Thesameprinciplesapplyinbothcases.H_,
mostof thesebottom-upBAC'Tanalysesresultedin per- the real resultof top-downguidanceisa shiftingof the
mit determinationsat or near NSPSlimits. Sincethe "burden of proof:' In bottorn..upBACTanalyses,the
EPAinterpretsthattheintentofCongressfor implemen- presumptionlies in favorof an NSPSdetermination.
tangthe BACTprocesswasto drivetechnology,emis- Therefore,a more stringentcontrol technologymust
sion limits nearNSPSwere an unacceptableresultof beprovento bewarranted.IntOp-dONnBACTanalyses,
the process, the presumptionis to installLAERbasedtechnology.

SinceEPA'sinteq_retationof theBACTprocessis todrive
With the adoptionof a requirementfortL,p-downBACT technology,thispresumptionhasledto morestringent
analysis in December 1987, the EPA recognized determinations.
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TOP-DOWN BACT ANALYSIS PROCEDURE These technical and economic cr,ter,a should be

accurately determined before any substantial efforts

A BACT analysis must be performed for each new, are made on the BACT analysis. Subsequent evalu-
modified, or reconstructed emissions source. The ation of alternative control technologies is greatly
applicability criteria requiring a BACT analysis vary dependent on these evaluation criteria.
among statesand EPAregional jurisdiaion. In general,
BACT is requi_d for pollutants whose potential emis- Technical criteria are primarily used to determine

sions exceed significant emission rates established by potential emissions, a!r quality control equipment
the EPA. effecti_ness, and equipment sizes. The two primary

crit_ia that have a major impact on pollutant

The EPAhas recommended that a BACT analysis follow emission rates and equipment type and size are the
the g,eneral requirements of EPA'sdraft "Top-Down ° Best fuel quality and the maximum anticipated fuel

Available Control Technology Guidance Document, bum rate. For a coal fueled application, a specific
March 15, lgg0. The following discussion describes a fuel source or at least a potential range of fuel
step-by-step approach to performing a BACT analysis properties needs to be determined early in the
that meets EPA requirements. Figure 1 graphically analysis process.For any type of source, a maximum
depicts this step-by-step approach, fuel bum rate should also be established early in the

analysis process. Since this fuel burn rate directly
STEP 1.--DETERMINE SOURCE AND EVALUATION affects the amounts of pollutants emitted and the
CRITERIA subsequent mass emission limits, it is critical that

One of the most important steps in a BACT aralysis is this parameter be established with some margin to
to accurately define source technical and economic account for uncertainties inherent in conceptual
charac_risdcs. Evaluation criteria typically used in a design. Since costs are closely dependent on fuel
BACT analysis are listed below: quality and fuel burn rates, economic portions of

the _ analysis will have to be recalculated
• Technical Evaluation Criteria. whenever these parameters change. This recalculation

-- Type of Combustor. could delay the submittal of a PSD permit application.
-- Fuel Bum Rate.

-- Fuel Analysis Economicevaluation criteria are also important to the
-- Emission Rates (Controlled and BACI" analysis since varying certain criteria can

Uncontrolled). significantly affect the final conclusions, lt is important
-- Flue Gas Flow Rates. that d_eeconomic o'iteria be project-st_=cific.If project-
- Site-Specific Constraints. specific criteria are not available, typical values can be

• Economic Evaluation Criteria. used that are representative of the current economic

-- Commercial Operation Date. trends. Sinceeconomics is not an exact science, some
•-- Economic Re(::o_ry Period. variationin the evaluation criteria could be considered

-- Capital Cost Contingency Factor. in the analysis to provide a range of cost impacts (sen-
- Escalation Rate (Capital and O&M). sitivity analysis).
-- Fixed Charge Rate.

' -- Present Worth Discount Rate. Until recently, economic evaluation criteria have not

-- Indirects Cost Factor. receh,_Jclose scrutiny,.H_r, the economic analysis
-- Interest During Construction. has become a focal point of BACT analyses.Therefore,
-- Capacity Factor. it is very important that an applicant be capable of

-- Fuel Cost. defending ecomomicevaluation criteria. Like fuel quail-
Incremental Capacity Charge- ty and fuel burn rate, economic criteria should also be

Energy Cost. carefully selected to ensure the accuracy of the evalua-

-- Additive Cost. tion and to prevent delays associated with changing
-- Waste Disposal Cost. criteria.
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Step 1
Determine Source and

Evaluation Criteria

* Fuel Data
• Economic Data
• Site-Specific Information

L . iii

I
-Step 2 Step 3

Review Recent Permit Decisions Identify Alternatives

- BACT/LAERClearinghouse • Technically Feasible
Documents • Technology Transfer

• Other Projects • Similar Applications
i

..... t.... ' 1
I

., t ..... I
Step 4 Step $

Economic/Energy Evaluation Environmental Consideration

• Rank Alternatives • Other Poilul_nt Emissions
• Engineering Economics • Waste Disposal
• "Top Down" • Contamination of Other Waste
• Incremental Cost Products

• Comparison of Air Quality Impacts
• Public Health and Safety

Considerations

1 1 ....j ii i _

I

Step 6
Recommend BACT Alternatives

• Technical
• Energy
• Environmental
• Economic

Figure 1
Top-Down BACTAnalysisTechnique
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STEP 2--REVIEW RECENT PERMIT DECISIONS STEP 3--IDENTIFY POTENTIALLY FEASIBLE
The next step in the analysis isto review recent permit ALTERNATIVES
decisions to determine the LAER control alternative. The third step in a BACTanalvsasis to identi_ ali poten-
The BACT/LAER Clearinghouse documents provide a tially/easible control technologies/or the source and

good reference for this activity. These documents (1985 pollutant under consideration. A potentially feasible
and 1990 editions) contain a comprehensive listing of alternative is a technology that can be reasonably a0-

0ermit decisions and the associated control effec- plied to the source to reduce the emissions of a pollu-
tiveness. Clearinghouse documents can be obtained rant. These control technoio_,_es can include control
from the EPA.These documents are also helpful asan processesthat are applicable to slmilar emission source
indicator of what level of control (emission limit) types or gas streams.Technoiogie. required asa result

might represent BACT or, at least, provide a range of of a LAER determination must be carefully considered
control effectivness that should be considered in the (Step 2) in obeBACTanalysis.A I.AERtechnology would

analysis, typically represent the first alternative analyzed in the
top-down approach.

Typically, EPA'spositionis that if a permithasbeen
t

previously issued requiring asp,ecified emission limit Also included in this step oi the BALI" analysis is a

or technology, then this is sufficient justification to technical feasibility evaluation of potential
assume that the control technology or emission limit technologies. A technology could be considered in-
is feasible or achievable. However, it should be feasible because of physical, chemical, and engineer-

remembered that some of the more stringent EP,CT ing impacts, if the application of the technology would
determinations were arrived at for various reasons, not result in successful compliance with an emission

Because of project schedule requirements and fiscal limitation. Hoverer, the reasonsfor technical inieasibili-
health, a number of applicants may have conceded to ty should be clearly documented in the analysis. An

a regulatory agency proposed BACTdetermination to emissionlimit (not a technology) can be eliminated on
expedite the permitting process.Other applicants may a technical basisif it can be shown that other operating
have accepted the use of atechnology or emission rate sources with the same control technology have not

to get below significance levels or to meet increment been able to achieve compliance with the emission
consumption or ambient air Quality standards. In ad- limit or that site..soecificconsiderationswould preclude

dition, a number of so-called BAC"Tdeterminations in meeting the emission limition.
California were arrived at within a state BACT defini-

tion that more closely resembles LAER program re- lt is not necessary to evaluate technologies that offer
cluirements, a level of control that is less than the proposed BACT

limit.

The projec_ with more stringentcontrol and emission
determinations listed in the BACT/LAERClearinghouse STEP 4--ECONOMIC AND ENERGY EVALUATION

documents are in various stages of development. OF CONTROL ALTERNATIVES

Research should be performed to confirm if it is an- Once the technically feasible alternatives have been
ticipated that the plant will still be constructed. If a identified, they are ranked according to control effec-
source is operating, researchshould also be performed tiveness, starting with the most stringent control
to confirm compliance statuswith ali 0ermit limitations, alternativ?. Determination of control technology effec-
Information regarding a 0rojec'tcanceilation or trouble tiveness should consider the effects of ecluiDment

with maintaining compliance would be helpful in reliability and control variability as they may affect the
disputing a LAER technology or a LAER level of con- facility's compliance frecluency.Simply proposing the

tro! requirement, levels guaranteed by the equipment manufacturer will
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not accurately reflect the long-term operation and • Comparison of proposed BACTair quality :Jm-
equipment reliability effects, pacts with impacts resulting from use of a

more stringent control technology.

ThereTbre,it isrecommended that guarantee levels plus

a margin to account for this potential variability be STEP 6--RECOMMEND KAc'r ALTERNATIVE
proposed. This stepbasically summarizes Steps4 and 5. The most

effective emission control technology capabiliw, not

The technologies are then evaluated on the previously eliminated for technical, energy,
basisof economic impacts. Since energy consumption environmental, and economic reasonsisthen proposed

as BACT. Generally, the BACT analysis and
is an integral part of the economic analysis, ener_
impacts are also evaluated as part of the economic recommendation are documented in the PSD
analysis, application.

IMPORTANT BAC'I ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS
Engineering economics are the generally accepted
method of evaluation. Capital and annual operating Se_rai important considerations should be intor-

(including maintenance) costs are presented, as well porated into planning an effective BACT analysis.
astotal annual costs (le_lized fixedchargeson capital

plus ievelized annual operating costs) of the various Ti_e economic analysis should be based on a total
alternatives.Costs presented shouldbe comprehensive, levelized annual cost, including capital and operating

reflecting fully integrated systems. Operating costs costs. Levetizedcosts rer'iectthe effect of escalation and
should reTqectexpenditures for maintenance, additive, present worth discounting of future annual expen-
energy, demand, waste disposal, and operating ditures, resu!ting in an equivalent of constant dollars
personnel. In addition, if a control alternative negates over the evaluation period. Levelized costs more

• e potential for sale of waste products,the cost analysis accurately represent financial impacts over the life of
should reflect this impact. Forcontrol alternatives that the project than do first year ¢.ostsonly. Therefore, it
affect unit reliabilities, cost estimates for replacement is important to have good repn.,sentativeeconomic

power should also be included. Totalannual costs are evaluation criteria, since these c='iteria significantly
used to determine incremental cost-effectiveness affectthe resultsof the analysis. The economic evalua-

(incremental total levelized annual cost divided by tion of alternate technologies capable of various
incremental annual emission;} oi the various control degreesof effectiveness should also be compared on

lefts and technologies being considered. Ino'emental an incremental basis. Incremental costs accurately
costs, not total removal costs,are the true indicator of reflect the u'ueeconomic effe_veness of a technology.
cost-effectiveness of a particular control alternative as

Various control technologies require additive or
compared to the next lesseffective control alternative.

catalyst. Special consideration must be given to any

STEP .%--ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION OF technology that requires an additive or catalyst that
might have hazardous or deleterious environme,'_tal

CONTROL ALTERNATIVES effects. For instance, ammonia generally can be used
Environmental impacts of the various alternatives

with relatively little risk. However, an accidental spill
should also be included. Environmental impacts that

should be consideredfor inclusionin the BACi"analysis could havecatasu'ophicconsequences on the safety of
personneland surroundingcommunities. For instance,

include the following: in densely populated areas, emissions of unreacted

ammonia (ammonia slip) could be a significant• Increased emission of other pollutants
environmental disadvantage. Accordingly, suchresulting from use of a control alternative.
considerationsshouldbe included in the environmental

• Handling and storage of hazardous materials.
and economic portions of the BACT analysis.

• Hazardous waste disposal of spent catalysts.

• Contamination of waste products that could During the tor,,-down BACT analysis the selection of a

be sold for reuse, particular technology or emission level may result in
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an increase in other pollutants. A good example of this following discussion are summaries of BACT analyses
is carbon monoxide (CO) and volatile organic and determinations for NO x emissions reduction at

compounds (VOC) which are inversely related to com- severalcoal fueled and combustion turbine combined
bustion control of NO x emissions. Combustion con- cyc.le projects.
trois that are effective in lowering NO x emissions,such

as staged combustion and water injection in combus- COMBINED CYCLE COMBU_-i'ION TURBINE
tion turbines, result in increased emissions of CO and PROJECTS
VOC. The environmental importance of these other Over the _/ears,combustion turbine manufacturers have

pollutants must be evaluated as compared to NO x improved their product by substantially lowering NO x
emissions reductions, emissions. However, the requirement to use selective

catalytic reduction (SCR) systems on combined cycle

The resultsfrom ambient air quality impact modeling units in some cases is mandated by state and federal
should also be included in the BACTanalysis to deter- regulatory agencies.

mine if the project will emit pollutants at a rate that
exceedsPSD significance levels or ambient air quality A recent combined cycle project in Florida obtained
limits. If the proposed emissions from the facility are a draft permit from the statethat did not requirean SCR
below ambient air quality modeling significancevalues, systemso long as the capacity factor for the facility re-
there would be no quantifiable benefit from using a mained below 60 percent. This determination was
more effective control technology. Demonstrating that basedon excessivecontrol technology costs (as com-
emissionsfrom the facility will be below ambient air pared to other similar applications) for use at capacity

quality significant impact criteria will provide a good factors lessthan 60 percent. Subsequently, the Florida
argument againstthe imposition of a LAERtechnology go_rnor and cabinet apprc_,d the draft permit.
in a BACT situation. However, under pressure from the EPA, the Florida

Department of Environmental Regulation issued the

Depending on the nature of the project and the type final permit allowing the use of combustion controls
of combustion technology being considered, only if the capacity factor is limited to 25 percent or
sometimes there is a potential net environmental less. Alternatively, at higher capacity factors the per-
benefit from implementation Dfa project. For instance mit dictates the installation and operation of a SCR
a cogeneration plant providing steam supply _oan in- system.This determination was made despite the fact
dustrial user may f, suit in the retirement of process that the incrementalcostsof an SCR systemon the plant
steam boilers. These process steam boilers probably with a 25-percent capacity factor limitation are much
have higher emission rates than the cogeneration plant higher than generally accepted incremental cost

and are likely to discharge pollutants at relatively low thresholds. Currently, the applicant is contesting this
elevations, resultingin reduced dispersion.Despite the determination.
cogeneration plants use of significantly larger boilers,
ambient air quality impacts may be reduced asa result This does not appear to be an isolated incident. There
of relatively lower emission ratesand incre_ed disper- issome indication from other projects that the high cost
sion. This v,ould be an ectrernely important site-specific of an SCRsystem on a combined c_le plant (as com-

consideration that should be included in the analysis, pared to the cost of control alternatives for other types
of plants) is not a significant factor in regulatory agen-

lt is not unusual for the BACT processto exceed a year cy BACT determinations.
to resolve a contested BACT'.Therefore, it is recom-
mended that a conservativeBACTschedulebe assumed COAL FUELEDHAWAIIAN COGENERATION PLANT

if a project plans to propose and defend BACT at some This project consistsof two 90 MW bituminous coal

level lessthan a LAER technology, fueled circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers
scheduled for commercial operation in 1992. The

RECENT BACT DETERMINATIONS project will sell electrical power to a Hawaiian utility
and process steam to a local refinery. The Hawaiian

To evaluate the effect of the top-down process, it is Department of Health worked closely with EPARegion
beneficial to review recent BACT determinations. The IX during the PSD permitting of this facility.
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Department of Health v_orked closely with EPA low-sulfur (lessthan 0..50percent) bituminous coals not
Region IX during the PSD permitting of this available in the Midwest. According to information

facility, provided by the SNCR manufacturer, burning low-sulfur
coals limited the technical effectiveness of SNCR

A SCR system was identified as the most stringent systems to approximately 0.12 Ib/MBtu. However, the
method of NO x control, with selective non-catalytic revised BACT also indicated that with the chlorine
reduction (SNCR) and combustion controls also contents of Midwestem coals, use of SNCR to meet a

evaluated as available control technologies. The BACT 0.12lb/MBtu emission limit ,,,_ouldresult in an ammonia
analysis recommended that SCR and SNCR be chloride plume (resulting from ammonia slip
eliminated because of technical, economic, emissions). To avoid the potential for an ammonia

environmental, and energy considerations. The NO x chloride plume, SNCReffectiveness must be decreased

BACT recommended by the applicant for the project to result in a NO x emission of 0.16 ib/MBtu. The revised
was CFBcombustion consols to meet an emission limit BACT analysis compared the relative economics and
of 036 Ib/MBtu. environmental effects of these tv_ alternate emission

limits and recommended a 0.16 Ib/MBtu emission limit.

EPARegion iX contested this proposed determination As a result of this analysis, the DNR (with agreement
on the basisof reasonable SNCR economics and asnot by the EPA)issued a final permit at the 0.16 Ib/MBtu
being representative of BACT,considering the number emission limit.
of SNCR installations on CFB boilers in California. EPA

Region iX strongly suggested,and the project accepted, COAL FUELED FLORIDA COGENERATION PLANT

the use of a SNCR system designed to meet a NO x This 270 MW projectwill consist of three bituminous
emission limitation of 0.11 Ib/MBtu. coal fueled CFB boilers scheduled for commercial

operation in 1993. The project will sell electricity to
COAL FUELED MICHIGAN POWER PLANT a Florida utility and process steam to a paper plant.
This 45 MW projectconsistsof one CFB boiler buming Once again an SCR s_tem was identified as the most

bituminous coal. The original BACTanalysiscompared stringent method of NO x control with SNCR and
SCR, SNCR, and combustion control options for NO x combustion controls also being evaluated asavailable
emission control. Based on economic energy, and control technologies. The _ analysis recommended
environmental considerations, combustion controls that SGRand SNCR be eliminated because of technical,

designed to limit NO x emissions to 035 lb/MBtu were economic, environmental, and energy considerations.
recommended as BACT.The Michigan Department of The applicant recommended that BACTfor the project
Natural Resources(DNP.) acceptedthe proposedBACT was combustion controls.
and issued a draft permit for public comment.

The Florida Department of Environmental Regulations

During the public comment period, EPA Region V (DER) and EPARegion IV disputed the validity of this
issued an official protest rejecting the DNR's BACT selection, in response,the applicant provided
determination of no post-combustioncontrols.The EPA substantial financial data supporting that an SNCR
recommended that a SNCR system designed for determination would result in cancellation of the

maximum NO x reduction efficiency be required as project. In addition, the applicant demonstrated that
representative of BACT.The EPAreferenced numerous if the project was implemented as recommended, the

California permits requiring SNCR to limit NO x project would replace relatively dirty process steam

emissions to 0.039 Ib/MBtu. boilers leading to overall ambient air quality,
improvements. This information convinced both the

In response, the applic._nt prepared a BACT analysis Florida DER and the EPA that the project-proposed
accepting the use of SNCR, but contesting a require- BACT determination was valid when overall

ment tbr maximum control efficiency. The revisedBACT environmental benefitsand relative project economics
countered that the California plants burned extremely were taken into consideration. Therefore, BACT for
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control of NO x emissions from this project was Should these trends continue, the BACT process will
determined to becombustion controls, This determina- essentially accomplish emission requirements reflec-
tion is a good example of sire-specific consaderations tire of a de fa_o NSPS.

controlling a BACT determination.
For an applicant to effectively dispute regulatory,

CONCLUSION agency-proposed BACT requirements, the BACT
analysis must be performed in a careful, objec_m,_man-

The primary objective of the EPAin issuing guidelines her. This will first require an adequate schedule to

requiring top-down BACT analysis was to gain con- prepare and defend a non-LAER BACT proposal. In ad-
sistency in the process, and to dri,.e plants away from dition, the applicant must carefully research the
NSPS determinations towards permit requirements background and status of comparison permit deter-
more representative of the current state of air quality minations. Economic and environmental considerations

control technology. Hoaever0 the EPAalso maintains must be fully developed to provide adequate arguments
that it is still an objective of the BACT program not to disputing regulatory agency control technology man-
dictate national BACTstandards, but to evaluate the site dates. Finally, the applicant must carefully establish and

specifics of a given project, represent project site specifics.

At this time, it appears that the EPAhasbeen successful lt is becoming a concern that environmental regulators
at achieving the objective of permit determinations are intent on maximizing pollutant reductions from
more stringent than NSPS.This is especially evident new plants without regard for site-specific considera-
on recent permit decisionsforcombustion turbine corn- tions. Therefore, it appears that the BACT process is
bined cycle facilities. In this situation, EPAand state becoming more closely related to the LAER process.
regulatory agencies are mandating the use of selective However, as illustrated by some of the examples, it is

catalytic reduction systemscapable of achieving NO x still possible to use w_il developed site-specific
emissions 80 percent below NSPS.An additional ii- arguments to convince the regulatory agencies that the
lustration of this successhas been the requirement for proposed BACT is a reasonable control technology re-
SNCR systemsata number of coal fueled power plants, quirement.
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